Introduction
We would like to present evidence for a conjecture of importance to representation theory. This conjecture may be of independent interest. We consider a local non Archimedean field F of odd residual characteristic and a non ramified quadratic extension E of F; we denote by z \-^ z or a the conjugation with respect to F, by ^ the quadratic character of F x attached to E. We denote by Rp and RE the rings of integers, by Pp and PE the maximal ideals and by q the cardinality of RF/PF ; we choose an additive character ^p ofF of conductor Rp and set I^E(^) == ^(z+^). We denote by | • \p and | • \E the absolute values on E and F. We drop the indices if this does not create confusion. We choose for additive Haar measures on F and E the measures self-dual for ^p and I^E-The multiplicative Haar measures on F x and E x are the ones for which the groups of units have volume 1.
If s is any matrix we set 5* = ^; we denote by S^ or simply Sm or even S the set ofjnvertible mxm matrices s such that 5* = 5. We denote by G the group GL(m,E) regarded as an algebraic group over F; thus G(F) = GL (m, E) . Let N be the group of upper triangular matrices with unit diagonal. The group G(F) operates on S by s ^ g^sg. The orbits of N(E) can easily be described but, for the moment, we consider only the orbits of maximal dimension. Their union is an open set. Let A be the group of diagonal matrices. Then each orbit of maximum dimension has exactly one representative in A(F). Let K be GL(m,^) and ^ the characteristic function of K D S; we recall that K H S is identical to the orbit of 1m under K. We use the character ^E to define a generic character OE of N(E) : 0E{n)=^E^ ^ ^M+i).
l<,i<m-l
For a C F we define an "orbital integral" :
(1)
J(a)= [ Wan)0E(n)dn JN{E)
On the other hand, let G' be the group GL(m,F), regarded as an algebraic group defined over F. Then N(F) 
x N(F) operates on G^F) by g / ^ ^1^2 • We define a generic character Op of N(F) :
0F(n)=^F^ ^ nz,z+i).
Ki<m-l
Let K ' = GL(m,Rp) and / / be the characteristic function of K'. We define an orbital integral : 7(a)= n C(A,(a>)
Ki<n
The purpose of this paper is to prove the conjecture for m = 3. For m = 2 it has been proved in [Y] or [J-Y] . ZAGIER proves the same identity (expressed in classical language) in [Z] . The conjecture is interesting in its own right. The integral on the left is a Kloosterman integral, the local analogue of a Kloosterman sum. The integral on the right is then a new kind of Kloosterman integral : we call it a relative Kloosterman integral. We refer the reader to [Z] , [G] and the bibliography therein for background material on Kloosterman sums.
The applications to representation theory can be roughly described as follows. We go to a Global situation assuming E and F to be number fields. Let H be the unitary group attached to some e € S. An automorphic representation TT of GL(m^Ef\) is said to be distinguished with respect to H if there is a form (f) in the space of TT such that
is non zero. This notion was first introduced in [H-L-R] . An argument which is essentially in [H-L-R] shows that if TT is ^-distinguished then it is invariant under a and thus is a base change ([A-C])
. We conjecture the converse. An approach to the proof of the converse
where K and K' are the kind of kernel one considers in the trace formula. They are attached to functions / and /' on G{F^\) and G'(F^) respectively. The integral on the left depends only on the integral
JH (F^} JH{Fp,) This may viewed as a function <I> on S(Ff^) and the relation between <I> and /' is of the type we have just considered. The identity we conjecture is then the "fundamental lemma for the unit element of the Hecke algebra" for the trace formula considered. Thus our result is a first step in Ye's research program, as outlined in [J-Y] . See also [Y] , [J] . For a more classical interpretation, see [Z] .
We will write diag(ai, 02,..., dm) for the diagonal matrix with eigenvalues cbi and J (ai,02,.. ^an) for the value of I on it and likewise for J. Recall that J(a) -^ 0 implies |deta| = 1. Likewise for J. Moreover, if m = 1, we have then I (a) = J(a) = 1. If u is a unit in F then I(ud) = I (a) and likewise for J.
For m = 2, the conjecture reads : J(a, b) .
In [Y] and [J-Y] the relation is formulated as an integral formula :
It is easy to see this implies the proposition. Indeed, fix a. Then each integrand vanishes unless [^a] = 1. It follows that
or more simply :
Our purpose is to establish the conjecture for GL(3) :
We proceed as follows. In section 1, we establish a reduction formula. In sections 2 and 3, we find an explicit expression for the functions I and J in the GL(3) case. In sections 5 and 6, we compute the formal Mellin transform of the function I. In sections 7 and 8, we compute the formal Mellin transform of J. We compare them in section 9 and arrive then at our relation; just as in the GL(2) case ( [J-Y] ), the proof ultimately depends on a classical equality of Gaussian sums. The proof is elementary but intricate; clearly, new methods will have to be brought in to prove the equality in higher dimensions. Nonetheless, we feel our result is worth publishing. Finally, in section 10, we put our result in the context of Ye's research program. 
A reduction formula
We give another formula for I (a) : in (2), the integrand vanishes unless t na is in K'N{F); assuming this is the case, let us write :
with k e K' and n' e N(F), and change 77,2 to n'"" 1 ?^-The integral takes the form :
The first integral is 1 and we find :
For instance, for m = 2, we find : ave all norms 1. This already implies that if a is in compact set and t na € K'N^F), then n is in compact set and (4) \a^'-ar\ < 1, for 1 < r < m -1, |deta|=l.
Thus J(a) converges and defines a smooth function of a the support of which is contained in the set defined by the above inequalities. Now suppose a is a diagonal matrix of the form 
Of course this is not a new relation (see [G] ). We now study the other integral. In the integral (1), the integrand vanishes unless n*a is in KN{E). Assuming this is the case we write :
with k G K and n' G 'N(F\ and then the integrand is zero unless n'n is in K, in which case it is equal to ^(n). Thus we find :
For instance, for m = 2, we find :
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with domain :
Just as before, the integral converges and defines a smooth function J of a, with support in the set defined by 4. Moreover, if a is a diagonal matrix of the form
where a\ and a^ have determinant one, then the same argument as before shows that :
Let us apply this to the case m = 3. If |a| = 1 then
In this case the theorem follows from the case m = 2. Likewise if ab\ = 1 then
The theorem follows again from the case m = 2. We will let Jo be the function equal to J(a, b, c) if a| < 1, \ab\ < 1 and to 0 otherwise. We will define Jo similarly. It will suffice to prove the relation (7) Io(a,b,c) = C(6)Jo(os&,c).
Computation of Jo
Suppose |a| < 1, \ab\ < 1, \abc\ = 1.
We set a = diag(a, 6, c) and
Then :
az by c )
The conditions for this element to be in K^N^F) are :
It remains to compute the Iwasawa decomposition of the above element and the corresponding element n'; this depends on the absolute values of the elements listed above. We arrive at the following possibilities : if
There are no other possibilites. In particular, the case
cannot occur as the relations are incompatible. We also remark that in case (9) the three first conditions imply the last one : in fact, multiplying the second relation by |a| we get at once \aby\ < 1. Similarly, in (11) the inequality \ax\ < 1 is actually a consequence of the other relations. Correspondingly, we find that I (a,b,c) is the sum of three integrals h,h,h'
the domain of integration is defined by :
by / the domain of integration is defined by :
To compute J^ we replace y by t = xy -z. Then
the integration is over
In particular, the integral in z disappears leaving :
the integration is over \ax\ = 1, \abt\ = 1.
H. JACQUET AND Y. YE
After changing t to tx, we get :
the integration over \ax\ = 1, \bt\ = 1.
It will be convenient to introduce the notation :
We see that h = \a\~lK{a,b}K{b,c).
Similarly, in Js, we can change x into x + z/y to find that
the domain of integration is now
The integration in x disappears and after changing z to zy we get :
Now, after a change of variables, we see that the function K(u^ v) has the following formal property :
\uv\K{u,v) =K(v~\u~1).
We easily conclude from this that :
At this point, we have to use another simple property of the function K (u,v) . Assume \uv\ < 1 and \u\ < 1. Then K(u^v) = 0 if \v\ > 1. If |^| < 1, then K{u,v) = 0 unless \u = q~1 and then K(u^v} = -1. This follows from the orthogonality relations for characters.
We conclude that
nd is zero in all other cases. We denote this function of (a, 5, c) by Is ("supplementary term").
Computation of Jo
Let us compute Jo (a,b,c) . Recall that |a| < 1, \ab\ < 1 and \abc\ = 1. We use the notations of the previous section. Our method is to compute t na, to write down the conditions for this matrix to be in KN(E\ to compute the corresponding decompostion t na = kn' and to impose the condition that n'n be in K. We find that Jo is the sum of 3 integrals, Ji, Ja? ^3; with the same integrand but three different domains of integration.
The first integral is
it is extended to the set :
The second integral J^ is given by the same integrand but the domain of integration is now :
ab(xy -z)
Recall that the three first conditions imply in fact that :
aby\ < 1.
If we change z to by_ ax we find two new conditions :
Since \ab\ < 1, we find : •T+
ax
The domain of integration is thus empty and the integral zero. Similarly, the domain of integration for the third integral Js is given by : This in turn implies \aby\ < 1, a contradiction. So J^ is zero also and we conclude that Jo is in fact equal to J\.
Mellin transform of Jo
We denote by ^, 1 < i < 3, three (quasi-) characters of J^ and by Jo the formal Mellin transform :
The character ^3 is fixed, unramified, trivial or quadratic. We set
X3(x) = \x\~\ q^ = Z.
Thus Z 2 = 1, and Z = -1 if ^3 = C. We also set :
The characters ^o are unitary and fixed; we take them trivial if they are unramified. We call P^ the conductor of ^. The integral in (a, b) does not converge, but the Mellin transform is to be interpreted as a formal Laurent series in the 2 variables X\^X^. Recall that Jo is the sum of an integral Ji and a supplementary term Is; we define similarly Ji and Is. We first modify the expression for Ji. We write it :
The domain of integration is defined by :
It will be more convenient to write these conditions as follows :
\ax\ < 1, \y\ < |c|, |a| < 1, 1 < |c|.
We now replace (a, b, c) by (abc, &c, c); the integral takes the form :
The domain of integration (and definition of the function ) is now :
\ \abcx\ < 1, \y\ < |c|, |a&c| < 1, 1 < |c|, Finally, we change z to zxy (and z' to z'xy). The integral takes the from :
F(x-}-y -------)\xy\dxdydz. J \ axz byz' I
The range of the integration is now :
We substitute this in the expression for I\. We first compute formally and then justify our steps. In the expression for Ji we have just obtained we change :
The integral takes the form :
Xl(a)X2Wx3(c)x^l(^X2 -l (^)^^d x ad x 6d^d x c.
H. JACQUET AND Y. YE
The range of integration is now :
Finally, we change c to c/(ab) and a, b to minus their inverses. We get :
The domain of integration is
• z^z' =1, d=|^|,
We see that the integration in c disappears; so our final result is the integral:
(^) A = XiX2(-l) y ^Mrr + y + a + ^l^lxF 1^) !^!^1^)
The domain of integration iŝ =1, 4 =a=^ y b 1 < |^|, 1 < |^[, 1 < \zxy\, I < \xyz'\. (20) To give a meaning to the integral, we consider the integral
where (f) is the characteristic function of the set q~A < \x\ < q A . The integrand has then compact support, thus represents a Laurent polynomial in Xi,X2. As A tends to infinity, this Laurent polynomial tends to the
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Laurent series which is the formal Mellin transform : here the topology on the space of Laurent series is the pointwise convergence of the coefficients.
We can perform our sequences of manipulations on this convergent integral; we obtain the same integrand as before, with an extra condition on the domain of integration, namely,
The integral is then convergent and represents a Laurent polynomial. As A tends to infinity, this polynomial approaches the Mellin transform. We keep this interpretation in mind while computing our integrals. Finally, we recall that an integral of the form :
can be interpreted as a formal Laurent series. If \ is ramified of conductor P]^ then the integral is equal to the integral 
J\x\<q
We recall also that / ^p(x)dx = -1.
J \x\=q
Thus we may integrate over |.r[, |^/|, |a|, \b\ less than a fixed constant depending only on the ramification of the characters.
Computation of Jo
In this section we compute IQ. Recall the function Jo is equal to the sum Ji + Is where Is is defined by : If mi > 0, m2 > 0 we can take the integration in (20) over the set :
Suppose first that mi = 7722. We recall (20). We have then \z\ = |1 -z\. This implies in particular \z\ > 1 so the inequalities in (20) are satisfied. After converting the multiplicative Haar measures to additive ones, we find : 
This amounts to |1 -z\ = q^-m, _
The other inequalities are then satisfied and as before we find :
If 777,2 > T 71 ! we fmd :
X^WWFWdb f Xi'WxsX^^-^dz.
J|b|=g^2
./l^^l-"-6
.2. The case : 777,1 > 0, 777,2 = 0. We now assume 777,1 > 0,777,2 = 0-We can take the integration over the set |a| = x\ =q rnl .
Thus we find (see (20)) :
In addition we have \b\ = \y\ < q. The contribution of the term |^| =|&|=^ can be computed with the formulas (22) to (24), where Pî s the conductor of \\ but 7712 of the formulas is replaced by 1, the character ^2 being unramified. We now discuss the contribution of a term \b\ = \y\ = q~r\ r > 0. We have then
This implies^1 =1.
But then the required inequality 1 < \zy\ cannot be met. Thus there is no contribution and the integral I\ is given by the formulas (22) to (24), where the 7712 of of the formulas is replaced by 1.
Similarly, if m^ > 0 and TTZI = 0, we find the integral Ji is given by the formulas (22) to (24), where the 777,1 of of the formula is replaced by 1.
6.3. The case m\ = 777,2 = 0. We now assume ^i and ^2 unramified. In our integral we can take \a. l^h 1^. \y\ all less than or equal to q. From this and (20), we derive that \z\ > 1 and 1 -z\ > 1; this implies \z\ = |1 -z\ and thus |a = \y\ and ;r| = \b\.
The term corresponding to |a| == |^/| = |:c == \b\ = q will be called the top term and noted 7f. It is again given by formula (22) with mi, 777-2 of the formula replaced by 1.
Consider now the contribution to the integral of the set denned by :
\a\=\y\=q, \x\ = \b\ < 1.
Formally, it can be written :
the two first integrals are equal to -1 so their product is one. To evaluate the remaining integral we write \z\ = (f with r >_ 0; for r == 0 we demand that |1 -z\ = 1. We have then \x\ = q" 171 with 0 < m < r. Thus r > 0. We get then :
the sum over :
Recall that to sum this series, we must impose condition (21) and then let A tend to infinity. That amounts to take r -m < B for an appropriate B and then let B tend to infinity. We are led to set s = r -m; the above expression can then be written :
This is thus a product :
At this point, we see that the meaning we give to this expression is just the usual one as a formal Laurent series and we find :
Since Z 2 = 1 this reduces to :
The contribution of the set |a;| = \b\ = q is the same. It remains to find the contribution of the set : |a = |y| < 1, |a-| = |6| ^ 1.
We write :
To sum this series we must again impose condition (21) and let A tend to infinity. This amount to demand that r -n\-n^<B for a suitable B and then let B tend to infinity. We are led to set :
The above expression takes then the form :
the sum over 0 < 5, 0 < ni, 0 < 7i2.
Again, this decomposes into a product :
The meaning of this expression is again the usual one and we find :
To find the Mellin transform of Jo we must add the term
Summing up, we see that the Mellin transform of To is then equal to the top term It plus :
After simplification, we find :
The Mellin transform of Jo
We denote by Jo the formal Mellin transform :
where the \i are as before. We first modify the expression for Jo = Ji. We first change z to zxy. We recall (17). We obtain :
Ji= ^E{x+y)\xy\dxdydz.
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The domain of integration is now :
We remark that | • (a, 6, c) by (a&c, bc^ c) . The new domain of integration is :
|^ is the absolute value on E. Next, we replace
We replace Jo by this integral in the expression for Jo-We compute formally and then justify our steps. In the expression for Jo we have just obtained we change
the integral for Jo takes the form :
In particular, the integration for c disappears leaving our final expression for Jo :
The domain of integration is :
To give a meaning to this integral, we consider again the characteristic function (f) of the set q~A<\x <q A m F x . We consider the integral :
//^(^^^^^(^^W^^^^d^d^d^.
It converges and represents a Laurent polynomial in Xi, X^. We apply our sequence of formal manipulations to this new integral. We obtain the same expression with an extra condition on the domain of integration :
<T he integral converges and represents a Laurent polynomial. To obtain the formal Mellin transform we let A tend to infinity.
It will be convenient to discuss some simple consequences of the inequalities (29). We claim that the inequalities M > 1, \y\ < 1 are not compatible with them. Indeed we have then z\>\y\-l >l.
Hence
On the other hand, thus the inequality
»<-' ,•.
\b+l-z\ < TOME 120 -1992 -?3
contradiction. Similarly, the inequalities x\ < 1, \y\ > 1 are not compatible with the inequalities (29). Now suppose x\ < 1 and \y\ < 1. The required inequalities
reduce to the single inequality z\ > \xy\~1.
We have then z\ = |1 -z > 1. Next, assume
Then the required inequalities a+ z\ < b^z f \< are implied by the previous conditions. The remaining required inequality is then equivalent to
In summary then, the domain of integration in this case is defined by the following conditions : 
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The domain of integration is denned in this case by the following conditions :
x > 1, \y\ > 1, 
a+6(l+v)(l+v)+l| < xy\ [ 1 < \bx\, 1 < |a^/|, 1 < \bxy\, 1 < |arq/|.
Of course we must verify that these equations are consistent : if v is given satisfying \v\ < \y\~1 then we must verify the element u obtained by solving the third relation satisfies u\ < x\~1. This is so if and only if
\a-}-b(l-\-v) + 1 <
But this inequality is implied by the others relations. Thus we can use v instead of z as variable of integration in our integral. Similarly, we could use u.
Computation of Jo
In this section, we compute Jo-Recall P^ denotes the conductor of \i Thus P^ is the conductor of the character z \->-\i(zz). In the integral (28) we can take : To give a meaning to the integral, we must impose the conditions (30) and let A tend to infinity. We arrive at the same-final integral with an extra condition on a of the form : q' 3 < \a\F < q 3 -
As A tends to infinity so does B and we obtain the above integral in which the a integral defines a formal Laurent series.
Now we assume m\ > m^. This time a ! _ |^ ^ 2mi-2m2l
-z\ \b\ \y
Thus \z\ = \a = 1, 1 -z = \b\ = ^2-2^1.
We proceed as before, taking v for variable with dz=q 2rrl2~2rnl dv.
We change b to and integrate over v :
[ dv=q~< 2m2 .
Our integral takes the form :
(
-q^r^^^ f^\xx)^E(x)dx [x2\yy)^E(y)dy
X^Wx^Wdadb.
This time the domain of integration is : 
